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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

The Committee on Appropriations recommends the following pass: CS for SB 170; CS for SB 542; CS for SB 702; CS for SB 714; SB 838; SB 918; CS for SB 1074; SJR 1076; SB 1092; SB 1116; SB 7046; SB 7058

The Committee on Rules recommends the following pass: CS for SB 358; CS for SB 368; CS for CS for SB 380; CS for CS for SB 422; CS for CS for SB 646; CS for CS for SB 732; CS for SB 774; CS for SB 814; CS for SB 880; CS for SB 966; CS for SB 1018; CS for SB 1050; CS for SB 1272; CS for CS for SB 1508; CS for SB 1636; SB 7056; SB 7064

The bills were placed on the Calendar.

The Committee on Appropriations recommends committee substitutes for the following: CS for SB 70; CS for SB 78; SB 82; CS for SB 122; CS for SB 178; CS for SB 524; SB 916; CS for SB 1120; CS for SB 1262; SB 1298; CS for SB 1370; CS for SB 1552; SB for SB 1556; SB 1742; SB 1784; SB 7012; SB 7018

The Committee on Rules recommends committee substitutes for the following: CS for CS for SB 512; CS for CS for SB 662; CS for CS for SB 666; CS for SB 698; CS for SB 708; CS for CS for SB 1414; CS for CS for SB 1464; SB 1492; CS for CS for SB 1516; CS for CS for SB 1696; CS for CS for SB 1794; CS for SB 7010

The bills with committee substitute attached were placed on the Calendar.

REPORTS OF SUBCOMMITTEES

The Appropriations Subcommittee on Criminal and Civil Justice recommends a committee substitute for the following: CS for SB 1308

The Appropriations Subcommittee on Education recommends a committee substitute for the following: SB 1688

The Appropriations Subcommittee on Health and Human Services recommends a committee substitute for the following: CS for SB 1726

The Appropriations Subcommittee on Transportation, Tourism, and Economic Development recommends committee substitutes for the following: CS for SB 220; CS for SB 1086; SB 7054

The bills with committee substitute attached contained in the foregoing reports were referred to the Committee on Appropriations under the original reference.

COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTES

FIRST READING

By the Committees on Appropriations; and Infrastructure and Security; and Senators Bock, Berman, Stewart, and Torres—

CS for CS for SB 70—A bill to be entitled An act relating to alert systems in public schools; providing a short title; amending s. 1006.07, F.S.; requiring each public school to implement an interoperable mobile panic alert system for specified purposes beginning in a specified school year; providing requirements for such system; requiring the Department of Education to issue a competitive solicitation to contract for an interoperable mobile panic alert system for all public schools statewide, subject to appropriation; requiring the department to consult with the Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School Public Safety Commission and the Department of Law Enforcement in the development of the competitive solicitation; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Appropriations; and Infrastructure and Security; and Senators Broxson and Wright—

CS for CS for SB 78—A bill to be entitled An act relating to transportation-related facility designations; providing honorary designations of certain transportation facilities in specified counties; directing the Department of Transportation to erect suitable markers; providing an honorary designation of certain transportation facilities specified; directing the Department of Transportation to erect suitable markers and to examine the feasibility to rename the facilities specified; requiring a report by a date certain; providing an honorary designation of a facility in a specified county; directing the Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles to erect suitable markers; amending chapter 2019-169, L.O.F.; correcting the location of an honorary designation; providing an effective date.

By the Committee on Appropriations; and Senator Bean—

CS for SB 82—A bill to be entitled An act relating to individuals with disabilities; amending s. 393.066, F.S.; requiring persons and entities under contract with the Agency for Persons with Disabilities to use the agency data management systems to bill for services; repealing s. 393.0661, F.S., relating to the home and community-based services delivery system; amending s. 393.0662, F.S.; revising criteria used by the agency to develop a client's iBudget; revising criteria used by the agency to authorize additional funding for certain clients; requiring the agency to centralize medical necessity determinations of certain services; requiring the agency to certify and document the use of certain services before approving the expenditure of certain funds; requiring the Agency for Health Care Administration to seek federal approval to provide consumer-directed options; authorizing the Agency for Persons with Disabilities and the Agency for Health Care Administration to adopt rules; requiring the Agency for Health Care Administration to seek federal waivers and amend contracts under certain conditions; requiring the Agency for Persons with Disabilities to collect premiums or cost sharing; providing construction; providing for the reimbursement of certain providers of services; requiring the Agency for Persons with Disabilities to submit quarterly status reports to the Executive Office of the Governor and the chairs of the Senate Appropriations Committee and the House Appropriations Committee or their successor committees; providing requirements for such reports; requiring the Agency for Persons with Disabilities, in consultation with the Agency
for Health Care Administration, to submit a certain plan to the Ex-
ecutive Office of the Governor, the chair of the Senate Appropriations
Committee, and the chair of the House Appropriations Committee
under certain conditions; requiring the agency to work with the Agency
for Health Care Administration to implement such plan; requiring the
Agency for Persons with Disabilities, in consultation with the Agency
for Health Care Administration, to provide quarterly reconciliation rep-
ports to the Governor and the Legislature within a specified timeframe;
revising rulemaking authority of the Agency for Persons with Dis-
abilities and the Agency for Health Care Administration; creating s.
393.0663, F.S.; providing legislative intent; defining the term ‘qualified
organization’; requiring the Agency for Persons with Disabilities to use
qualified organizations to provide support coordination services for
specified children; providing requirements for qualified organizations;
providing for agency duties; providing for the review and approval of certain
decisions made by the agency; authorizing the agency to adopt rules;
amending s. 400.962, F.S.; requiring certain facilities that have been
granted a certificate-of-need exemption to demonstrate and maintain
compliance with specified criteria; amending s. 408.036, F.S.; providing
an exemption from a certificate-of-need requirement for certain inter-
mediate care facilities; prohibiting the Agency for Health Care Ad-
ministration from granting an additional exemption to a facility unless
a certain condition is met; providing that a specific legislative appro-
priation is not required for such exemption; amending s. 409.906, F.S.;
requiring the agency to seek federal approval to implement certain
payment rates; amending s. 1002.385, F.S.; conforming a cross-refer-
cence; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Appropriations; and Children, Families, and
Elder Affairs; and Senators Rouson, Berman, Hooper, Book, and
Rader—

CS for CS for SB 122—A bill to be entitled An act relating to child
welfare; providing a short title; amending s. 39.202, F.S.; expanding the
list of entities with access to certain records that relate to child aban-
donment, abuse, or neglect held by the Department of Children and
Families; amending s. 39.303, F.S.; requiring Child Protection Teams to
be capable of providing certain training relating to head trauma and
brain injuries in children younger than a specified age; amending s.
39.401, F.S.; authorizing the parent or legal guardian of a child to re-
quest a second medical evaluation of a child under certain circum-
stances; requiring the court to consider such evaluation when de-
termining whether to remove the child from the home; amending s.
39.820, F.S.; revising the definition of the terms ‘guardian ad litem’ and
‘guardian advocate’; amending s. 39.8296, F.S.; requiring that the
guardian ad litem training program include training on the recognition
of and responses to head trauma and brain injury in specified children;
amending s. 402.40, F.S.; revising legislative intent and providing leg-
islative findings; requiring the department to develop and implement a
specified child welfare workforce development framework in collabora-
tion with other specified entities; providing requirements for the de-
partment relating to workforce education requirements; requiring the
department to submit an annual report to the Governor and the Leg-
islature by a specified date; requiring community-based care lead
agencies to submit a plan and timeline to the department relating to
certain child welfare staff by a specified date; providing requirements
for the department related to workforce training; providing additional
duties for third-party credentialing entities; requiring certain attorneys
employed by the department to complete certain training by a specified
date; defining the terms ‘credentialing entity’ and ‘degree of com-
npliance’ and specializations; amending s. 409.988, F.S.; requiring a
lead agency to ensure that certain individuals receive specified training rel-
ating to head trauma and brain injuries in children younger than a specified
age; revising the types of services a lead agency is required to provide;
creating s. 943.17298, F.S.; requiring law enforcement officers to
to complete training relating to head trauma and brain injuries in
children younger than a specified age as part of either basic recruit
training or continuing training or education by a specified date; amending s.
1004.615, F.S.; revising the purpose of the Florida Institute for
Child Welfare; revising requirements for the institute; revising the
content of the annual report that the institute must provide to the
Governor and the Legislature; deleting obsolete provisions; repealing s.
402.402, F.S.; amending s. 409.996, F.S.; requiring the Agency for
Health Care Administration from granting an additional exemption to a
facility unless a certain condition is met; providing that a specific legisla-
tive appropriation is not required for such exemption; amending s. 409.906, F.S.;
requiring the agency to seek federal approval to implement certain
payment rates; amending s. 1002.385, F.S.; conforming a cross-refer-
cence; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Appropriations; and Infrastructure and Se-
curity; and Senators Rodriguez and Berman—

CS for CS for SB 178—A bill to be entitled An act relating to public
financing of construction projects; creating s. 161.551, F.S.; defining
terms; prohibiting state-financed constructors from commencing con-
struction of certain structures in coastal areas after a specified date
without first taking certain steps regarding a sea level impact projection
study; requiring the Department of Environmental Protection to de-
velop by rule a standard for such studies; providing that such rule op-
erates prospectively on projects that have not yet commenced as of the
finalization of the rule; requiring the department to publish such stud-
ies on its website, subject to certain conditions; requiring the depart-
ment to adopt rules; providing for enforcement; providing effective
dates.

By the Committees on Rules; Appropriations; and Health Policy; and
Senator Hutson—

CS for CS for CS for SB 512—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
nonembryonic stem cell banks; creating s. 381.06017, F.S.; defining
terms; providing registration requirements for certain establishments;
prohibiting a nonembryonic stem cell bank from more than minimally
manipulating adult human nonembryonic stem cells or HCT/Ps under
certain circumstances; providing that a nonembryonic stem cell bank
that performs certain functions is deemed a clinic; requiring such
nonembryonic stem cell banks to comply with specified requirements;
prohibiting an entity other than certain nonembryonic stem cell banks
and pharmacists from dispensing certain compounded drugs or pro-
ducts, with exceptions; prohibiting certain health care practitioners
from practicing in a nonembryonic stem cell bank that is not licensed by
the agency; providing for disciplinary action; requiring health care
practitioners to adhere to specified regulations in the performance of
certain procedures; requiring the Agency for Health Care Administra-
tion, in consultation with the Department of Health and the Depart-
ment of Business and Professional Regulation, to adopt specified rules;
providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Appropriations; and Finance and Tax; and
Senator Gruters—

CS for CS for SB 524—A bill to be entitled An act relating to a sales
tax holiday for disaster preparedness supplies; providing exemptions
from the sales and use tax for specified disaster preparedness supplies
during a specified timeframe; providing applicability for certain ex-
ceptions; defining the term ‘impact-resistant’; requiring purchasers of
certain items to furnish a specified affidavit and information to the
department; prohibiting an entity other than certain nonembryonic stem cell banks
and pharmacists from dispensing certain compounded drugs or pro-
ducts, with exceptions; prohibiting certain health care practitioners
from practicing in a nonembryonic stem cell bank that is not licensed by
the agency; providing for disciplinary action; requiring health care
practitioners to adhere to specified regulations in the performance of
certain procedures; requiring the Agency for Health Care Administra-
tion, in consultation with the Department of Health and the Depart-
ment of Business and Professional Regulation, to adopt specified rules;
providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Rules; Military and Veterans Affairs and
Space; and Education; and Senator Wright—

CS for CS for CS for SB 662—A bill to be entitled An act relating to
education and the military; amending s. 1003.05, F.S.; providing that
a student whose parent is transferred or is pending transfer to a military
installation within this state is considered a resident of the school dis-
trict in which the military installation is located for the purpose of
enrollment; requiring that such students receive certain preferential
treatment; amending s. 1008.24, F.S.; revising the calculation of school
grades for certain schools; providing an effective date.
By the Committees on Rules; Governmental Oversight and Accountability; and Commerce and Tourism; and Senator Mayfield—

CS for CS for SB 666—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida Development Finance Corporation; amending s. 20.60, F.S.; requiring the executive director of the Department of Economic Opportunity to serve as a member of the board of directors of the Florida Development Finance Corporation; authorizing the executive director to designate a department employee to serve in this capacity; requiring that the annual report of the corporation be incorporated into the department's annual report on the condition of the business climate and economic development in the state; requiring the department to develop performance standards for the corporation and to include certain information relating to the standards in the department's annual report; amending s. 288.9604, F.S.; revising the membership of the board of directors of the corporation; requiring that the director of the Division of Bond Finance of the State Board of Administration, or his or her designee, serve on the board of directors of the corporation; making conforming changes; requiring meetings of the directors to be conducted by teleconference; providing for future repeal; requiring the chair and vice chair of the board of directors of the corporation to serve as regular members of the board after a specified date; providing construction; amending s. 288.9605, F.S.; providing for the electronic execution and delivery of certain documents executed by the corporation; amending s. 288.9606, F.S.; prohibiting certain bonds, notes, and other forms of indebtedness from exceeding a specified amount of time; specifying that certain bonds are payable solely from certain revenues; providing requirements for such bonds; amending s. 288.9610, F.S.; revising the entities to which the corporation is required to submit an annual report containing specified information; creating s. 288.9619, F.S.; requiring that certain conflicts of interest be publicly disclosed to the corporation and set forth in the corporation's minutes; prohibiting a director with a conflict of interest from taking certain actions; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Rules; and Criminal Justice; and Senators Book and Stewart—

CS for SB 698—A bill to be entitled An act relating to reproductive health; creating s. 383.61, F.S.; defining terms; requiring commissioning parties and donors to enter into a contract with a donor bank, fertility clinic, health care practitioner, or reproductive storage facility before donating reproductive material; providing requirements for the contract; requiring certain donor banks, fertility clinics, health care practitioners, and reproductive storage facilities to develop certain written best practice policies by a specified date; requiring the annual submission of such written policies to the appropriate licensing agency or the Department of Health; providing labeling, contract compliance, and record retention requirements; prohibiting a health care practitioner from performing an examination on a patient without first obtaining the written consent of the patient or the patient's legal representative; providing exceptions; amending ss. 456.51, F.S.; defining the term "pelvic examination"; prohibiting a health care practitioner from performing a pelvic examination on a patient without first obtaining the written consent of the patient or the patient's legal representative; providing exceptions; amending ss. 458.331 and 459.015, F.S.; providing grounds for disciplinary action; creating s. 784.006, F.S.; defining terms; establishing the criminal offense of reproductive battery; providing criminal penalties; providing an exception; tolling the period of limitations; providing that a recipient's consent to an anonymous donor is not a defense to the crime of reproductive battery; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Rules; and Health Policy; and Senator Hutson—

CS for SB 708—A bill to be entitled An act relating to automated pharmacy systems; amending s. 465.0235, F.S.; authorizing a community pharmacy to use an automated pharmacy system under certain circumstances; requiring such community pharmacies to adopt, annually review, and maintain a record of, for a specified time period, certain policies and procedures; providing that certain medicinal drugs stored in an automated pharmacy system for outpatient dispensing are part of the inventory of the pharmacy providing services through such system; authorizing, rather than requiring, the Board of Pharmacy to adopt specified rules; deleting an obsolete date; providing an effective date.

By the Committee on Appropriations; and Senator Baxley—

CS for SB 916—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Program of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly; creating s. 430.84, F.S.; defining terms; authorizing the Agency for Health Care Administration, in consultation with the Department of Elderly Affairs, to approve certain applicants to provide benefits pursuant to the Program of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE); specifying requirements and procedures for the submission, publication, review, and initial approval of applications; requiring prospective PACE organizations that are granted initial approval to apply within a certain timeframe for federal approval; providing accountability requirements; exempting PACE organizations from certain requirements; authorizing the transfer of PACE approvals and the assignment of PACE contracts if certain conditions are met; specifying a requirement for future appropriations to approved transferees; providing construction; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Appropriations; and Children, Families, and Elder Affairs; and Senator Harrell—

CS for SB 1120—A bill to be entitled An act relating to substance abuse services; amending s. 397.4073, F.S.; specifying that certified recovery residence administrators and certain persons associated with certified recovery residences are subject to certain background screenings; requiring, rather than authorizing, the exemption from disqualification from employment for certain substance abuse service provider personnel; revising eligibility for exemption from disqualification from employment for such personnel; amending s. 397.487, F.S.; deleting a provision relating to background screenings for certain persons associated with applicant recovery residences; amending s. 397.4872, F.S.; deleting provisions relating to exemptions from disqualification for certain persons associated with recovery residences; amending s. 397.4873, F.S.; providing criminal penalties for violations relating to recovery residence patient referrals; amending s. 817.505, F.S.; revising provisions relating to payment practices exempt from prohibitions on patient brokering; amending ss. 397.4871 and 435.07, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Appropriations; and Judiciary; and Senators Bracy and Rodriguez—

CS for SB 1362—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the 1920 Ocoee Election Day Riots; directing the Commissioner of Education's African American History Task Force to determine ways in which the 1920 Ocoee Election Day Riots may be included in required instruction on African-American history; requiring the task force to submit recommendations to the commissioner and the State Board of Education by a specified date; directing the Secretary of State to take certain action regarding the inclusion of the history of the 1920 Ocoee Election Day Riots in museum exhibits; directing the Secretary of Environmental Protection to assess naming opportunities for state parks, or a portion of a facility therein, in recognizing victims of the 1920 Ocoee Election Day Riots; authorizing the secretary to appoint a committee to assist in assessing naming opportunities; requiring the secretary to submit recommendations to the Legislature under specified circumstances; encouraging district school boards to assess naming opportunities for school facilities in recognizing victims of the 1920 Ocoee Election Day Riots; providing an effective date.

By the Committee on Appropriations; and Senator Simmons—

CS for SB 1298—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Office of the Judges of Compensation Claims; amending s. 440.45, F.S.; specifying the salaries of full-time judges of compensation claims and the Deputy Chief Judge of Compensation Claims; providing an appropriation; providing an effective date.
By the Committees on Appropriations; and Health Policy; and Senator Harrell—

CS for CS for SB 1370—A bill to be entitled An act relating to patient safety culture surveys; amending s. 395.1012, F.S.; requiring certain licensed facilities to biennially conduct an anonymous patient safety culture survey using a specified federal publication; authorizing facilities to submit such survey data to the Agency for Health Care Administration; authorizing facilities to develop an internal action plan for a specified purpose and submit such plan to the agency; amending s. 395.1055, F.S.; conforming a cross-reference; amending s. 408.05, F.S.; requiring the agency to collect, compile, and publish patient safety culture survey data submitted by facilities; amending s. 408.061, F.S.; revising requirements for the submission of health care data to the agency; providing an appropriation; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Rules; Agriculture; and Environment and Natural Resources; and Senator Mayfield—

CS for CS for SB 1414—A bill to be entitled An act relating to fish and wildlife activities; amending s. 379.105, F.S.; prohibiting certain harassment of hunters, trappers, and fishers within or on public lands or publicly or privately owned wildlife and fish management areas, or in or on public waters; amending s. 379.354, F.S.; authorizing the Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to designate additional annual free freshwater and saltwater fishing days; amending s. 379.372, F.S.; prohibiting the keeping, possessing, importing, selling, bartering, trading, or breeding of certain species except for educational, research, or eradication or control purposes; including green iguanas and species of the genera Salavator and Tupinambis in such prohibition; providing that certain persons, firms, or corporations may continue to deal in green iguanas or tegus commercially under certain circumstances; requiring such green iguanas or tegus to be sold outside of this state; prohibiting the import of green iguanas or tegus; requiring the commission to adopt rules that meet certain requirements; reenacting s. 379.2311(1), F.S., relating to the definition of the term “priority invasive species,” to incorporate the amendment made to s. 379.372, F.S., in a reference thereto; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Rules; Banking and Insurance; and Infrastructure and Security; and Senator Flores—

CS for CS for SB 1464—A bill to be entitled An act relating to underground facility damage prevention and safety; amending s. 556.102, F.S.; providing definitions; amending s. 556.107, F.S.; revising and providing noncriminal violations relating to the transportation of certain hazardous materials; authorizing the State Fire Marshal or his or her agents or the fire chief of the special district, municipality, or county to issue certain citations; providing enhanced civil penalties; providing disposition of the civil penalties; requiring a report to be submitted to an additional entity; providing requirements for the report; providing civil and criminal penalties; amending s. 556.116, F.S.; deleting definitions; requiring certain persons to transmit an incident report to the State Fire Marshal; providing that certain incident reports must be investigated by the State Fire Marshal or his or her agents; authorizing the State Fire Marshal or his or her agents to issue citations and impose civil penalties; providing for disposition of the civil penalty; requiring written warnings for certain noncriminal infractions; providing for an enhanced penalty upon conviction for a failure to respond; deleting provisions relating to hearings by the Division of Administrative Hearings of certain incidents; creating s. 556.117, F.S.; requiring Sunshine State One-Call of Florida, Inc., to review certain reports and complaints; requiring the corporation to identify areas in the state in need of additional education and to recommend solutions; requiring the corporation to submit an annual report to the Governor and the Legislature by a specified date; providing an effective date.

By the Committee on Rules; and Senator Wright—

CS for SB 1492—A bill to be entitled An act relating to consumer protection; amending s. 501.0051, F.S.; prohibiting consumer reporting agencies from charging to reissue or provide a new unique personal identifier to a consumer for the removal of a security freeze; amending s. 624.307, F.S.; revising a requirement for entities licensed or authorized by the Department of Financial Services or the Office of Insurance Regulation to respond to the department’s Division of Consumer Services regarding consumer complaints; revising administrative penalties the division may impose for failure to comply; amending s. 626.112, F.S.; prohibiting unlicensed activity by an adjusting firm; providing an exemption; providing an exemption from licensure for branch firms that may apply for certain licensure; providing a penalty for failing to apply for certain licensure; providing a criminal penalty for aiding or abetting unlicensed activity; deleting an obsolete provision; amending s. 626.602, F.S.; authorizing the department to disapprove the use of insurance agency names containing the words “Medicare” or “Medicaid”; providing an exception for certain insurance agencies; amending s. 626.621, F.S.; adding grounds on which the department may take certain action against a license, appointment, or specific person of certain insurance representatives; amending ss. 626.782 and 626.783, F.S.; revising the definitions of the terms “insurance class insurer” and “ordinary-class combination class insurer,” respectively, to conform to changes made by the act; repealing s. 626.796, F.S., relating to the representation of multiple insurers in the same industrial debt territory; amending s. 626.8443, F.S.; increasing the maximum period of suspension of an insurance agent’s license; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; amending s. 626.854, F.S.; revising the timeframes in which an insured or claimant may cancel a public adjuster’s contract to adjust a claim without penalty or obligation; requiring that certain public adjuster’s contracts include a specified disclosure; specifying requirements for written estimates of loss provided by public adjusters to claimants or insureds; providing certain restrictions relating to public adjuster’s estimates; amending s. 626.916, F.S.; revising the classes of insurance subject to a disclosure requirement before being eligible for export under the Surplus Lines Law; amending s. 626.9541, F.S.; requiring an insurer to include certain additional information when providing an applicant or insured with certain credit report or score information; amending ss. 627.0057 and 627.062, F.S.; conforming cross-references; amending s. 627.421, F.S.; requiring personal lines residential property insurers to annually deliver a certain notification to certain policyholders within a specified timeframe; amending s. 627.502, F.S.; prohibiting life insurers from writing new policies of industrial life insurance beginning on a certain date; amending s. 627.7011, F.S.; providing that an insurer issuing a homeowner’s policy with certain coverage may provide the insured a list of recommended or preferred vendors for repairs to the dwelling only if requested by the insured; amending s. 627.70131, F.S.; providing that communication made to or by an insurer’s representative, rather than to or by an insurer’s agent, constitutes communication to or by the insurer; requiring an insurer-assigned licensed adjuster to provide the policyholder with certain information in certain situations; providing requirements for insurers in notifying policyholders for certain changes in assigned adjusters; requiring an insurer to establish a process to provide the agent of record access to claim status information for a certain purpose; defining the term “agent of record”; requiring insurers to include specified notices when providing preliminary or partial damage estimates or claim payments; specifying the timeframe in which an insurer must pay or deny property insurance claims under certain circumstances; providing applicability; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; creating s. 627.7031, F.S.; prohibiting foreign venue clauses in property insurance policies; providing applicability; amending s. 627.7142, F.S.; revising information contained in the Homeowner Claims Bill of Rights; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; amending s. 631.57, F.S.; amending the Florida Department of Financial Services—Florida Life Insurance Association, Incorporated’s obligation as to certain covered claims; amending s. 648.30, F.S.; prohibiting the aiding or abetting of unlicensed activity of a bail bond agent or temporary bail bond agent; amending ss. 717.124, 717.12404, 717.1315, and 717.1322, F.S.; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; amending s. 717.135, F.S.; replacing provisions relating to powers of attorney to recover unclaimed property with provisions relating to unclaimed property recovery agreements and purchase agreements; requiring the department to adopt the uniform forms by rule; specifying required information and disclosures in the forms; requiring that, for the purchase agreement form, proof the seller received payment be filed with the department along with the claim; requiring registered claimant’s representatives to leave with the information or make a copy of the information or sell or give the information that the representative is to locate, suit, or file claims and prohibiting them from using or distributing other agreements; specifying a limitation on fees and costs owed or paid; prohibiting certain language in the forms; authorizing the department...
to pay additional accounts owned by the claimant under certain circumstances; providing construction; repealing s. 717.1351, F.S., relating to the acquisition of unclaimed property; providing effective dates.

By the Committees on Rules; Judiciary; and Health Policy; and Senator Harrell—

CS for CS for CS for SB 1516—A bill to be entitled An act relating to organ donation; amending s. 381.0041, F.S.; providing that it is a felony for certain persons who are infected with human immunodeficiency virus to donate blood, plasma, organs, skin, or other human tissue for use in another person, with an exception; amending s. 395.1055, F.S.; requiring the Agency for Health Care Administration to adopt by rule specified minimum standards for certain organ transplant plants; providing for the expiration of the requirement upon the adoption of specified rules; amending s. 627.6045, F.S.; prohibiting a health insurance policy for Florida Missing Children's Day to provide that an insured is a living organ donor; amending s. 765.514, F.S.; revising a written document required for making an anatomical gift to include a specified statement relating to the responsibility of payment for fees associated with certain services; amending s. 765.5155, F.S.; revising the responsibilities of a contractor procured by the agency for the purpose of educating and informing the public about anatomical gifts; amending s. 765.517, F.S.; prohibiting an organ procurement organization from charging a deceased donor or his or her family member any fee for services relating to the procurement or donation of organs; creating s. 765.5175, F.S.; prohibiting an organ transplantation facility from charging a living donor or his or her family member any fee for services relating to the procurement or donation of organs, with an exception; amending s. 765.53, F.S.; requiring the agency to establish the Organ Transplant Technical Advisory Council for a specified purpose; providing for membership, meetings, and duties of the council; requiring the council to submit a report to the Governor, the Legislature, the Secretary of Health Care Administration, and the State Surgeon General by a specified date; providing for sovereign immunity of council members under certain circumstances; requiring the agency to adopt specified rules based on the council's recommendations; providing for future legislative review and repeal of certain provisions; amending s. 765.543, F.S.; revising the duties of the Organ and Tissue Procurement and Transplantation Advisory Board; requiring the board to submit certain recommendations to the agency by a specified date; creating s. 765.548, F.S.; providing additional duties of the agency relating to organ transplantation facilities and organ procurement organizations and organ donation procedures and protocols; requiring the agency to publish certain data and information by a specified date and annually thereafter; amending s. 409.815, F.S.; conforming a provision to changes made by the act; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Appropriations; and Criminal Justice; and Senator Flores—

CS for CS for SB 1552—A bill to be entitled An act relating to law enforcement activities; amending s. 683.231, F.S.; authorizing a citizen support organization or public agency to provide grants to law enforcement agencies for specified purposes; redefining the term “citizen support organization”; providing requirements for such grants and for the citizen support organization; amending ss. 775.21 and 943.0435, F.S.; authorizing sexual predators and sexual offenders to report online certain information to the Department of Law Enforcement; requiring third parties to provide information for sexual predators and sexual offenders; making technical changes; providing for consideration for removal of the requirement to register as a sexual offender under certain circumstances; amending s. 943.0311, F.S.; requiring the Chief of Domestic Security to oversee the development of a statewide strategy for targeted violence prevention; requiring the chief to coordinate with state and local law enforcement agencies in the development of the statewide strategy and in its implementation; requiring periodic evaluation of the statewide strategy; providing construction; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Appropriations; and Banking and Insurance; and Senator Bean—

CS for CS for SB 1556—A bill to be entitled An act relating to nondiscrimination in organ transplants; creating s. 765.525, F.S.; defining terms; prohibiting certain entities from making certain determinations or engaging in certain actions related to organ transplants solely on the basis of an individual's disability; specifying an instance where certain entities may consider an individual's disability, with an exception; requiring certain entities to make reasonable modifications in their policies, practices, and procedures under certain circumstances, with an exception; providing criteria for such modifications; requiring certain entities to take certain necessary steps to ensure an individual with a disability is not denied services, with exceptions; providing a cause of action for injunctive and other relief; providing construction; creating ss. 627.64197, 627.65736, and 641.31075, F.S.; prohibiting certain individual and group health insurers and health maintenance organizations, respectively, from denying coverage for organ transplants solely on the basis of an individual's disability under certain circumstances; providing construction; defining the terms “disability” and “organ transplant”; amending s. 627.6699, F.S.; requiring certain health benefit plans covering small employers to comply with certain provisions; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Rules; and Education; and Senators Perry and Cruz—

CS for CS for SB 1896—A bill to be entitled An act relating to student athletes; providing a short title; amending s. 1006.165, F.S.; revising requirements for the availability of automated external defibrillators on school grounds; delaying implementation of a requirement that certain school employees and volunteers complete specified training; requiring that a school employee or volunteer who has received the training be present at certain athletic activities, by a specified date; requiring the Florida High School Athletic Association to establish certain requirements relating to student athlete safety; amending s. 1006.20, F.S.; requiring that a medical evaluation be performed before a student begins conditioning; applying requirements related to medical evaluations to activities occurring outside the school year; providing an effective date.

By the Committee on Appropriations; and Senators Mayfield and Bean—

CS for SB 1742—A bill to be entitled An act relating to home medical equipment providers; amending s. 400.93, F.S.; exempting allograft, osteopathic, and chiropractic physicians who sell or rent electrostimulation medical equipment and supplies in the course of their practice from certain licensure requirements; providing an effective date.

By the Committee on Appropriations; and Senator Gainer—

CS for SB 1784—A bill to be entitled An act relating to vocational rehabilitation services; amending s. 413.20, F.S.; defining the term “preemployment transition services”; amending s. 413.207, F.S.; revising information that the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation must include in its annual performance report to the Governor and the Legislature; amending s. 413.23, F.S.; requiring the division to provide preemployment transition services to potentially eligible persons; amending s. 413.30, F.S.; removing provisions related to trial work evaluation requirements; requiring the division to assess the service needs of eligible individuals within a specified period; providing for an extension of time for the division's assessment under certain circumstances; creating s. 413.301, F.S.; requiring preemployment transition services to be provided to certain individuals with disabilities under certain conditions; requiring that the division provide such services within a reasonable period of time under certain circumstances; requiring the division to work with qualified providers to provide such services under certain circumstances; amending s. 413.405, F.S.; revising the composition of the Florida Rehabilitation Council; revising the responsibilities of the council to conform to changes made by the act; amending s. 413.41, F.S.; requiring the division to enter into a formal interagency agreement with the state education agency for certain purposes; requiring that such agreement meet specified requirements; requiring the division to work with local educational agencies to provide specified services and arrange for timely referrals; amending s. 413.615, F.S.; revising definitions and legislative intent; revising provisions relating to revenue for the Florida Endowment for Vocational Rehabilitation; revising provisions relating to the board of directors of the Florida Endowment Foundation; revising provisions relating to administrative costs of the foundation; amending s.
By the Committees on Rules; Judiciary; and Ethics and Elections; and Senator Hutson—

CS for SB 1794—A bill to be entitled An act relating to constitutional amendments; amending s. 15.21, F.S.; requiring the Secretary of State to submit an initiative petition to the Legislature when a certain amount of signatures are obtained and verified; increasing the signature threshold at which the Secretary of State must transmit initiative petitions to the Attorney General and the Legislature for review; amending s. 16.061, F.S.; requiring the Attorney General to request the Supreme Court to address in an advisory opinion the facial validity of the proposed amendment under the United States Constitution; amending s. 100.371, F.S.; providing that a citizen may challenge in circuit court a petition circulator’s registration with the Secretary of State; authorizing the Division of Elections or a supervisor of elections to provide petition forms in a certain electronic format; revising the length of time that a signature on a petition form is valid; revising the timeframe within which the supervisor must verify petition forms; requiring the supervisor to charge the actual cost of verifying petition forms; requiring the Department of State to adopt certain rules; revising the circumstances under which a petition form is deemed valid; revising timeframe provisions to changes made by the act; creating s. 101.162, F.S.; requiring the Secretary of State to submit a copy of an initiative petition to the Financial Impact Estimating Conference; revising requirements for the Financial Impact Estimating Conference’s analysis of a proposed initiative’s economic impact; requiring certain ballot language based on the findings of the Financial Impact Estimating Conference; authorizing the use of legislative staff to analyze the effects of a citizen initiative under certain circumstances; amending s. 101.161, F.S.; requiring that ballots containing constitutional amendments include certain disclosures and statements, in a specified order; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; creating s. 101.162, F.S.; requiring the Secretary of State to submit constitutional amendments or revisions proposed by specified means to the Financial Impact Estimating Conference; requiring the Financial Impact Estimating Conference to complete an analysis of the amendment or revision within a specified timeframe; requiring the Financial Impact Estimating Conference to submit the completed financial impact statement to the Secretary of State and the Attorney General; requiring the coordinator of the Office of Economic and Demographic Research to provide certain notification to interested parties; prescribing requirements and responsibilities of the Financial Impact Estimating Conference; specifying timeframes and procedures for challenges and redrafting of financial impact statements; prescribing the form of the financial impact statement; requiring the Financial Impact Estimating Conference to draft a financial information statement; specifying requirements for such statements; requiring that financial information statements be made available at specified locations and posted on the Internet; providing applicability; amending s. 101.171, F.S.; revising requirements regarding the availability of copies of constitutional amendments at polling locations; providing applicability; providing for severability; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Appropriations; and Children, Families, and Elder Affairs; and Senator Rouson—

CS for SB 7012—A bill to be entitled An act relating to mental health and substance abuse; amending s. 14.2019, F.S.; providing additional duties for the Statewide Office for Suicide Prevention; establishing the First Responders Suicide Deterrence Task Force adjunct to the office; specifying the task force’s purpose; providing for the composition and the duties of the task force; requiring the task force to submit reports to the Governor and the Legislature on an annual basis; providing for future repeal; amending s. 14.20195, F.S.; providing additional duties for the Suicide Prevention Coordinating Council; revising the composition of the council; amending s. 334.044, F.S.; requiring the Department of Transportation to work with the office in developing a plan relating to suicide prevention based on certain evidence-based suicide deterrents in certain locations; amending s. 394.455, F.S.; defining the term “coordinated specialty care program”; revising the definition of the term “mental illness”; amending s. 394.4573, F.S.; revising the requirements for the annual state behavioral health services assessment; revising the essential elements of a coordinated system of care; amending s. 394.463, F.S.; requiring that certain information be provided to the guardian or representative of a minor patient released from involuntary examination; amending s. 394.656, F.S.; revising the application criteria for the Criminal Justice, Mental Health, and Substance Abuse Reinvestment Grant Program to include support for coordinated specialty care programs; amending s. 394.67, F.S.; defining the term “coordinated specialty care program”; amending s. 397.311, F.S.; reddefining the term “medication-assisted treatment” as “medication-assisted treatment for opioid use disorders”; amending s. 397.321, F.S.; deleting a provision requiring the Children of Children and Families to develop a certification process by rule for community substance abuse prevention coalitions; amending s. 397.4012, F.S.; revising applicability for certain licensure exemptions; creating s. 456.0342, F.S.; providing applicability; requiring specified persons to complete certain suicide prevention education courses by a specified date; requiring certain boards to include the hours for such courses in the total hours of continuing education required for the profession; creating s. 786.1516, F.S.; defining the terms “emergency care” and “suicide emergency”; providing that persons providing certain emergency care are not liable for civil damages or penalties under certain circumstances; amending s. 916.106, F.S.; revising the definition of the term “mental illness”; amending ss. 916.13 and 916.15, F.S.; requiring the department to request a defendant’s medical information from a jail within a certain timeframe after receiving a commitment order and other required documentation; requiring the jail to provide such information within a certain timeframe after receiving a commitment order and other required documentation; requiring the jail to provide such information within a certain timeframe; requiring the continued administration of psychotropic medication to a defendant if he or she is receiving such medication at a mental health facility at the time that he or she is discharged and transferred to a correctional institution; requiring an exception in requiring the certain boards to require physicians to collaborate on a defendant’s medication changes for certain purposes; specifying that the jail physician has the final authority regarding the administering of medication to an inmate; amending ss. 1002.33 and 1012.583, F.S.; requiring charter schools and public schools, respectively, to incorporate certain training on suicide prevention in continuing education and inservice training requirements; providing that such schools must require all instructional personnel to participate in the training; requiring such schools to have a specified minimum number of staff members who are certified or deemed competent in the use of suicide screening instruments; requiring such schools to have a policy for such instruments; requiring such schools to report certain compliance to the Department of Education; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; amending ss. 39.407, 394.495, 394.496, 394.674, 394.74, 394.9085, 409.972, 464.012, and 744.2007, F.S.; conforming cross-references; requiring the Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability to perform a review of certain programs and efforts relating to suicide prevention programs in other states and make certain recommendations; requiring the office to submit a report to the Legislature by a specified date; providing an appropriation; authorizing positions; providing an effective date.

By the Committees on Appropriations; and Infrastructure and Security—

CS for SB 7018—A bill to be entitled An act relating to essential state infrastructure; amending s. 337.401, F.S.; specifying permit application timeframes required for the installation, location, or relocation
of utilities within rights-of-way; creating s. 338.236, F.S.; authorizing the Department of Transportation to plan, design, and construct staging areas as part of the turnpike system for the intended purpose of staging supplies for prompt provision of assistance to the public in a declared state of emergency; requiring the department, in consultation with the Division of Emergency Management, to select sites for such areas; providing factors to be considered by the department and division in selecting sites; requiring the department to give priority consideration to placement of such staging areas in specified counties; authorizing the department to acquire property necessary for such staging areas; authorizing the department to authorize certain other uses of staging areas; requiring staging area projects to be included in the department's work program; creating s. 366.945, F.S.; providing legislative findings; requiring the Public Service Commission, in consultation with the Department of Transportation and the Office of Energy within the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, to develop and recommend, by a specified date, to the Governor, the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House of Representatives a plan for the development of electric vehicle charging station infrastructure along the State Highway System; authorizing the commission to consult with other agencies as the commission deems appropriate; requiring the plan to include recommendations for legislation; authorizing the plan to include other recommendations as determined by the commission; providing the goals and objectives of the plan; requiring the commission to file a status report with the Governor and the Legislature by a specified date containing any preliminary recommendations, including recommendations for legislation; amending s. 704.06, F.S.; providing construction relating to the rights of an owner of land that has been traditionally used for agriculture and is subject to a conservation easement; providing an effective date.

MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FIRST READING

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 3, as amended, and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Business & Professions Subcommittee and Representative(s) Grant, M.—

CS for HB 3—A bill to be entitled An act relating to preemption of local occupational licensing; creating s. 163.211, F.S.; providing definitions; preempting licensing of occupations to the state; providing exceptions; prohibiting local governments from imposing additional licensing requirements or modifying licensing unless specified conditions are met; specifying that certain local licensing that does not meet specified criteria does not apply and may not be enforced; amending s. 489.117, F.S.; specifying that certain specialty contractors are not required to register with the Construction Industry Licensing Board; prohibiting local governments from requiring certain specialty contractors to obtain a license under specified circumstances; specifying job scopes for which a local government may not require a license; amending ss. 489.1455 and 489.5335, F.S.; authorizing counties and municipalities to issue certain journeyman licenses; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Community Affairs; Innovation, Industry, and Technology; and Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 37 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By State Affairs Committee and Representative(s) Zika, Slosberg, Beltran, Brown, Caruso, Cortes, J., Daniels, DiCeglie, DuBose, Eagle, Greico, Hart, Maggard, overdord, Polsky, Smith, D., Watson, C.—

CS for HB 37—A bill to be entitled An act relating to school bus safety; amending s. 318.18, F.S.; revising civil penalties for certain violations relating to stopping for a school bus; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Infrastructure and Security; Judiciary; and Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 43 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Health & Human Services Committee and Representative(s) Latvala, Valdès, Brown, Caruso, Cortes, J., Daniels, Geller, Hill, Jones, Magar, Massullo, McGhee, Plakon, Polo, Polsky, Roach, Sprovils, Watson, C., Webb, Williams—

CS for HB 43—A bill to be entitled An act relating to child welfare; providing a short title; amending s. 25.385, F.S.; requiring the Florida Court Educational Council to establish certain standards for instruction of circuit and county court judges for dependency cases; creating s. 39.0142, F.S.; requiring the Department of Law Enforcement to provide certain information to law enforcement officers relating to specified individuals; providing how such information shall be provided to law enforcement officers; providing requirements for law enforcement officers and the central abuse hotline relating to specified interactions with certain persons and how to relay details of such interactions; amending s. 39.8290, F.S.; revising the definition of the term “guardian ad litem”; amending s. 39.8296, F.S.; requiring that the guardian ad litem training program include training on the recognition of and responses to head trauma and brain injury in specified children; revising the membership of the Statewide Guardian Ad Litem Curriculum Committee; amending s. 402.402, F.S.; requiring certain entities to provide training to certain parties on the recognition of and responses to head trauma and brain injury in specified children; amending s. 409.996, F.S.; requiring lead agencies to provide intensive family reunification services that combine child welfare and mental health services to certain families; amending s. 409.988, F.S.; requiring the Department of Children and Families and certain lead agencies to create and implement a program to more effectively provide case management services to specified children; providing criteria for selecting judicial circuits for implementation of the program; specifying requirements of the program; requiring a report to the Legislature and Governor under specified conditions; creating s. 943.17298, F.S.; requiring the Criminal Justice Standards and Training Commission to incorporate training for school-based services for law enforcement officers to complete such training as part of either basic recruit training or continuing training or education by a specified date; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 81 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Health & Human Services Committee and Representative(s) An-drade, Duran, Fernández, Geller, Gottlieb, Greico, Joseph, Silvers, Toledo—

CS for HB 81—A bill to be entitled An act relating to Medicaid school-based services; amending s. 409.9071, F.S.; revising applicable provisions for the reimbursement of school-based services by the Agency for Health Care Administration to certain school districts; removing a requirement specifying the use of certified state and local education funds for school-based services; conforming a provision to changes made by the act; removing an obsolete provision; amending s. 409.9072, F.S.; revising a requirement for the agency's reimbursement of school-based services to certain private and charter schools; conforming a provision
to changes made by the act; removing a requirement that certain health care practitioners be enrolled as Medicaid providers; amending ss. 409.908, F.S.; specifying the federal agency that may waive certain school-based provider qualifications; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Education; Health Policy; and Appropriations.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 103 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Civil Justice Subcommittee and Representative(s) Gottlieb, Fernandez-Barquin—

CS for HB 103—A bill to be entitled An act relating to subpoenas; amending ss. 92.605, F.S.; revising the definition of the term "properly served"; authorizing an applicant to petition a court to compel compliance with a subpoena; authorizing a court to address noncompliance as indirect criminal contempt and impose a daily fine; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Judiciary; Appropriations Subcommittee on Criminal and Civil Justice; and Appropriations.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 131 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Judiciary Committee and Representative(s) McClain—

CS for HB 131—A bill to be entitled An act relating to security in trial court facilities; amending ss. 30.15, F.S.; requiring sheriffs to coordinate with certain boards of county commissioners and chief judges to develop a comprehensive plan for security of trial court facilities; specifying that sheriffs and chief judges retain certain authorities; specifying that sheriffs and their deputies, employees, and contractors are officers of the court under specified circumstances; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Judiciary; Appropriations Subcommittee on Criminal and Civil Justice; and Appropriations.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/CS/HB 133, as amended, and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By State Affairs Committee, Business & Professions Subcommittee and Representative(s) McClain—

CS for CS for HB 133—A bill to be entitled An act relating to towing and immobilizing vehicles and vessels; amending ss. 125.0103 and 166.043, F.S.; authorizing local governments to enact rates to tow or immobilize vessels on private property and to remove and store vessels under specified circumstances; creating ss. 125.01047 and 166.04465, F.S.; prohibiting counties or municipalities from enacting certain ordinances or rules that require authorized wrecker operators to accept a specified form of payment; providing exceptions; providing applicability; amending s. 713.78, F.S.; authorizing certain persons to place liens on vehicles or vessels to recover specified fees or charges; revising the timeframe within which the notice of sale must be sent to certain entities; amending s.715.07, F.S.; revising a requirement regarding notices and signs concerning the towing or removal of vehicles or vessels; prohibiting counties or municipalities from enacting certain ordinances or rules that require towing businesses to accept a specified form of payment; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Community Affairs; Infrastructure and Security; and Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed HJR 157 by the required constitutional three-fifths vote of the membership and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) Sabatini, Willhite, Eagle, Fischer, Hill, Magar, Overdorf, Robinson, Sirois, Smith, D.—

HJR 157—A joint resolution proposing an amendment to Section 4 of Article IX and the creation of a new section in Article XII of the State Constitution to limit the terms of office for a member of a district school board.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 437 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Insurance & Banking Subcommittee and Representative(s) Stone, Brown—

CS for HB 437—A bill to be entitled An act relating to nurse registries; amending ss. 440.13, F.S.; authorizing the use of licensed nurse registries for the placement of attendant care provided for workers’ compensation purposes; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Banking and Insurance; Health Policy; and Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed HB 471 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) Plasencia—

HB 471—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Council on Physician Assistants; amending ss. 458.347 and 459.022, F.S.; revising requirements relating to the Council on Physician Assistants membership; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Health Policy; and Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 491 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk
By Public Integrity & Ethics Committee and Representative(s) Payne, Cortes, J.—

CS for HB 491—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the disposition of surplus funds by candidates; amending s. 106.141, F.S.; prohibiting a candidate from donating surplus funds to a charitable organization that employs the candidate; providing that a candidate may give certain surplus funds to the state or a political subdivision to be disbursed in a specified manner; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Ethics and Elections; Governmental Oversight and Accountability; and Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed HB 523 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) DiCeglie, Fischer, Hogan Johnson, Zika—

HB 523—A bill to be entitled An act relating to mastery-based education; amending s. 1003.436, F.S.; authorizing a district school board or developmental research school participating in the Mastery-based Education Program to award credit based on student mastery of certain content and skills; amending s. 1003.437, F.S.; authorizing a district school board or developmental research school participating in the Mastery-based Education Program to use an alternative interpretation of letter grades for certain students; requiring participating district school boards and developmental research schools to use the current 4-point scale in determining student grade point averages; amending s. 1003.4986, F.S.; renaming the Competency-Based Education Pilot Program; authorizing public school districts and developmental research schools to submit applications for the program; amending s. 1007.23, F.S.; requiring the statewide articulation agreement to include fair and equitable access for students who graduate with a standard high school diploma and have earned high school credit through mastery-based education; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Education; and Appropriations.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/CS/HB 747, as amended, and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Commerce Committee, Insurance & Banking Subcommittee and Representative(s) Maggard—

HB 773—A bill to be entitled An act relating to medically essential electric utility service; amending s. 366.11, F.S.; specifying that the fact that certain electric utilities must provide medically essential electric service does not require them to otherwise be regulated by the Public Service Commission; amending s. 366.15, F.S.; revising and defining terms; providing notification requirements for electric utilities relating to the certification process for obtaining medically essential electric service and service disconnection; providing certification requirements for customers; specifying duties of electric utilities; revising penalties for falsification of such certification; providing construction; creating s. 456.45, F.S.; requiring certain health care practitioners to inform certain patients of such certification process; requiring such practitioners to provide patients with completed medical certifications and document the certification; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Innovation, Industry, and Technology; and Appropriations.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed HB 725 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) Robinson, Fischer, Sabatini—

HB 725—A bill to be entitled An act relating to workforce education; amending s. 1011.80, F.S.; revising the workforce education programs that school district career centers are authorized to conduct; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Education; Appropriations Subcommittee on Education; and Appropriations.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/CS/HB 747, as amended, and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Health & Human Services Committee, Health Market Reform Subcommittee and Representative(s) Williamson—

CS for CS for HB 747—A bill to be entitled An act relating to coverage for air ambulance services; creating ss. 627.42397 and 641.514, F.S.; providing definitions; requiring health insurers and health maintenance organizations, respectively, to provide reasonable reimbursement to air ambulance services for certain covered services; providing that such reimbursement may be reduced only by certain amounts; providing that payment in full of copayments, coinsurance, and deductibles by insureds and subscribers, respectively, constitutes accord and satisfaction and release of specified claims in connection with air ambulance services; providing construction; providing a directive to the Division of Law Revision; providing nonseverability; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed HB 773 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Health & Human Services Committee, Health Quality Subcommittee, and Representative(s) Rodriguez, A. M.—

CS for CS for HB 599—A bill to be entitled An act relating to consultant pharmacists; amending s. 465.003, F.S.; revising the definition of the term "practice of the profession of pharmacy"; amending s. 465.0125, F.S.; requiring the term "health care facility"; amending s. 465.003, F.S.; revising the responsibilities of a consultant pharmacist; requiring a consultant pharmacist and a collaborating practitioner to provide patients with completed medical certifications and document the certification; providing an effective date; providing construction; creating s. 627.42397, F.S.; requiring a pharmacist to complete additional training of the term "practice of the profession of pharmacy"; amending s. 465.003, F.S.; revising the definition of the term "health care facility"; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committees on Health Policy; Appropriations Subcommittee on Health and Human Services; and Appropriations.

By Commerce Committee, Insurance & Banking Subcommittee and Representative(s) McClure, Silvers, Zika—

CS for CS for HB 813—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the protection of vulnerable investors; amending s. 415.1034, F.S.; requiring securities dealers, investment advisers, and associated persons to...
immediately report knowledge or suspicion of abuse, neglect, or exploitation of vulnerable adults to the Department of Children and Families' central abuse hotline; creating s. 517.34, F.S.; providing definitions; providing legislative findings and intent; authorizing dealers and investment advisers to delay certain disbursements or transactions based on a reasonable belief of financial exploitation of a specified adult under certain circumstances; requiring a dealer or investment adviser to notify certain persons and the Office of Financial Regulation of such delays within a specified timeframe; requiring a dealer or investment adviser to review the basis for a reasonable belief of financial exploitation of a specified adult; specifying the expiration of such delays; authorizing a dealer or investment adviser to extend a delay under certain circumstances; requiring a dealer or investment adviser to notify the office within a specified timeframe after such extension begins; providing that the length of such delays may be shortened or extended by a court of competent jurisdiction; providing that delays may be terminated by dealers or investment advisers under certain circumstances; requiring that certain records be made available to the office; providing immunity from administrative and civil liability for dealers, investment advisers, and associated persons who in good faith and exercising reasonable care comply with specified provisions; requiring dealers and investment advisers to develop certain training policies or programs; requiring dealers and investment advisers to conduct annual training for associated persons and maintain written records of compliance with such requirement; requiring dealers and investment advisers to develop, maintain, and enforce certain written procedures; providing construction; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Banking and Insurance; Judiciary; and Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 827 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Health & Human Services Committee and Representative(s) Stevenson—

CS for HB 827—A bill to be entitled An act relating to recovery care services; amending s. 395.001, F.S.; revising legislative intent; amending s. 395.002, F.S.; revising and providing definitions; amending s. 395.003, F.S.; providing for licensure of recovery care centers by the Agency for Health Care Administration; creating s. 395.0171, F.S.; providing criteria for the admission of patients to recovery care centers; requiring recovery care centers to have emergency care, transfer, and discharge protocols; authorizing the agency to adopt rules; amending s. 395.1055, F.S.; prohibiting recovery care centers from providing recovery care services to children under certain minimum standards are established by agency rule; conforming provisions to changes made by the act; requiring the agency to adopt rules establishing separate, minimum standards for the care and treatment of patients in recovery care centers; amending s. 395.10973, F.S.; directing the agency to enforce special occupancy provisions of the Florida Building Code applicable to recovery care centers; amending s. 408.802, F.S.; providing applicability of the Health Care Licensing Procedures Act to recovery care centers; amending s. 408.820, F.S.; exempting recovery care centers from specified minimum licensure requirements; amending ss. 385.211, 394.4757, and 409.975, F.S.; conforming cross-references; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 989 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By State Affairs Committee and Representative(s) Jacobs—

CS for HB 989—A bill to be entitled An act relating to medical billing; creating s. 222.26, F.S.; providing additional personal property exemptions from legal process for medical debts resulting from services provided in certain licensed facilities; amending s. 395.301, F.S.; requiring a licensed facility to provide a cost estimate to a patient under certain conditions; prohibiting a licensed facility from charging a patient an amount that exceeds such cost estimate by a set threshold; requiring a licensed facility to provide a patient with a written explanation of excess charges under certain circumstances; requiring a licensed facility to establish an internal grievance process for patients to dispute charges; requiring a facility to make available information necessary for initiating a grievance; requiring a facility to respond to a patient grievance within a specified timeframe; creating s. 395.3011, F.S.; prohibiting certain collection activities by a licensed facility; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Health Policy; Judiciary; and Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 989 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Local Administration Subcommittee and Representative(s) Sabatini—

CS for HB 927—A bill to be entitled An act relating to Lake County; authorizing the mobile home owner's association to assess a capital contribution fee of specified amounts under certain circumstances; providing an exception to general law; requiring certain closing documents of a cooperative unit to include as a line item the capital contribution assessment; providing applicability; providing an effective date.

Proof of publication of the required notice was attached.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed HB 959 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) Duggan, Buchanan, Robinson, Rodriguez, A. M.—

HB 959—A bill to be entitled An act relating to medical billing; creating s. 222.26, F.S.; providing additional personal property exemptions from legal process for medical debts resulting from services provided in certain licensed facilities; amending s. 395.301, F.S.; requiring a licensed facility to provide a cost estimate to a patient under certain conditions; prohibiting a licensed facility from charging a patient an amount that exceeds such cost estimate by a set threshold; requiring a licensed facility to provide a patient with a written explanation of excess charges under certain circumstances; requiring a licensed facility to establish an internal grievance process for patients to dispute charges; requiring a facility to make available information necessary for initiating a grievance; requiring a facility to respond to a patient grievance within a specified timeframe; creating s. 395.3011, F.S.; prohibiting certain collection activities by a licensed facility; providing an effective date.

Proof of publication of the required notice was attached.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed HB 1009 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) Newton—

HB 1009—A bill to be entitled An act relating to special neighborhood improvement districts; amending s. 163.511, F.S.; revising the number of directors allowed on the boards of special neighborhood improvement districts; requiring local planning ordinances to specify the number of directors and provide for 4-year staggered terms; requiring that directors be landowners in the proposed area and be subject to certain taxation; removing obsolete language; providing an effective date.

Proof of publication of the required notice was attached.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.
—was referred to the Committees on Community Affairs; Innovation, Industry, and Technology; and Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 1215 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Local Administration Subcommittee and Representative(s) Ingoglia—

CS for HB 1215—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the City of Weeki Wachee, Hernando County; repealing chs. 65-2378, 81-500, and 2004-432, Laws of Florida; abolishing the municipality; transferring assets and legitimate liabilities of the municipality; providing an effective date.

Proof of publication of the required notice was attached.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 1303 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By State Affairs Committee and Representative(s) Plasencia—

CS for HB 1303—A bill to be entitled An act relating to Brevard and Volusia Counties; creating the Deering Park Stewardship District; providing a short title; providing legislative findings and intent; providing definitions; stating legislative policy regarding creation of the District; establishing compliance with minimum requirements in s. 189.0313, F.S., for creation of an independent special district; providing for creation and establishment of the District; providing District boundaries; providing for the jurisdiction and charter of the District; providing for a governing board and establishing membership criteria and election procedures; providing for board members’ terms of office; providing for board meetings; providing for administrative duties of the board; providing a method for election of the board; providing for a District manager and District personnel; providing for a District treasurer, selection of a public depository, and District budgets and financial reports; providing for the general powers of the District; providing for the special powers of the District to plan, finance, and provide community infrastructure and services within the District; providing for bonds; providing for future ad valorem taxation; providing for special assessments; providing for authority to borrow money; providing for tax liens; providing for competitive procurement; providing for fees and charges; providing for amendment to the charter; providing for required notices to purchasers of units within the District; defining District public property; providing for construction; providing severability; providing for a referendum; providing effective dates.

Proof of publication of the required notice was attached.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed HB 1463 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Health Quality Subcommittee and Representative(s) Brown—

CS for HB 1461—A bill to be entitled An act relating to health access dental licenses; reviving, reenacting, and amending s. 466.0067, F.S., relating to the application for a health access dental license; reviving, reenacting, and amending s. 466.00671, F.S., relating to the renewal of such a license; reviving and reenacting s. 466.00672, F.S., relating to the revocation of such a license; providing for retroactive application; providing an effective date.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.

The Honorable Bill Galvano, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Representatives has passed CS/HB 1461 and requests the concurrence of the Senate.

Jeff Takacs, Clerk

By Representative(s) Stone—

HB 1463—A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Dunnellon Airport Authority, Marion County; repealing chapter 81-436, Laws of Florida; abolishing the authority; transferring all assets and liabilities of the authority to the Board of County Commissioners of Marion County; providing an effective date.

Proof of publication of the required notice was attached.

—was referred to the Committee on Rules.
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